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Dive
Scuba Diving Log Book 100 Dives (6" x 9") Do you love scuba diving or know someone who will be
scuba diving all summer? Get this diver log book to log your next 100 dives This scuba dive logbook
would make a great gift for any level diver from open water, rescue, divemaster or scuba dive instructor

Diver's Log
Detailed scuba dive log book for up to 120 dives. Makes a great gift idea for passing the scuba dive
course, a birthday, dive vacation or Christmas I Size 6 x 9 I 120 Pages

Dive Diving Logbook: Scuba Diving Log Book, 110 Pages, 216 Dives
In the tradition of Jon Krakauer’s Into Thin Air and Sebastian Junger’s The Perfect Storm comes a
true tale of riveting adventure in which two weekend scuba divers risk everything to solve a great
historical mystery–and make history themselves. For John Chatterton and Richie Kohler, deep wreck
diving was more than a sport. Testing themselves against treacherous currents, braving depths that
induced hallucinatory effects, navigating through wreckage as perilous as a minefield, they pushed
themselves to their limits and beyond, brushing against death more than once in the rusting hulks of
sunken ships. But in the fall of 1991, not even these courageous divers were prepared for what they
found 230 feet below the surface, in the frigid Atlantic waters sixty miles off the coast of New Jersey: a
World War II German U-boat, its ruined interior a macabre wasteland of twisted metal, tangled wires,
and human bones–all buried under decades of accumulated sediment. No identifying marks were
visible on the submarine or the few artifacts brought to the surface. No historian, expert, or government
had a clue as to which U-boat the men had found. In fact, the official records all agreed that there simply
could not be a sunken U-boat and crew at that location. Over the next six years, an elite team of divers
embarked on a quest to solve the mystery. Some of them would not live to see its end. Chatterton and
Kohler, at first bitter rivals, would be drawn into a friendship that deepened to an almost mystical sense
of brotherhood with each other and with the drowned U-boat sailors–former enemies of their country.
As the men’s marriages frayed under the pressure of a shared obsession, their dives grew more daring,
and each realized that he was hunting more than the identities of a lost U-boat and its nameless crew.
Author Robert Kurson’s account of this quest is at once thrilling and emotionally complex, and it is
written with a vivid sense of what divers actually experience when they meet the dangers of the ocean’s
underworld. The story of Shadow Divers often seems too amazing to be true, but it all happened, two
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hundred thirty feet down, in the deep blue sea. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Robert
Kurson's Pirate Hunters.

Scuba Diving Log Book
Dive log: Scuba dive logbook- Diving Journal Dive log for underwater Divers safety and Personal
Record-Scuba diving log book: Dive log Notebook- Dive log books-Scuba dive log book: Scuba diving
Journal for logging your fantastic dive- Diver's log book 6X9 inches for up to 150 Dives.

This Girl Dives
This is a clean clear and easy to use dive log book with the info you really need, scuba diving logbook is
essential for every diver. Logbook 6x9 inches in size. Easy-to-use 100 dive log pages. Dot grid space
make plenty of space to draw and write comments. Diver info, equipment checklists, notes.

Diving Logbook: Scuba Diving Log Book American Flag, 110 Pages, 216 Dives
The perfect gift for all diving enthusiasts! Our fancy and high quality dive logbook offers space for 100
dives. The Dive Log was developed by people who know the science of diving and comes with expertly
laid out templates and plenty of space for detailed tracking. At the beginning of the logbook, details of
the person, emergency contact and insurance can be provided. For the respective dives the logbook
offers ready-made fields for: Dive No. Date Country Dive Site Weight Suite Air In Air Out EAN %
Time In Time Out Dive Time Depth Safety Stop Visibility Bottom Time Air Temperature Water
Temperature Dive Time This Log Bottom Time To Date Cumulative Dive Time An additional text
field provide space to write down about your dive and observations. 100% SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE Our goal is to provide top-quality products. If you are not happy you can simply return
it to us for a full, hassle-free refund. MORE COOL DESIGNS CAN BE FOUND UNDER THE
TITLE BY CLICKING ON "SaltyHairBooks".

Dive Log
Every certified diver knows that it is important to keep a good log of your dives. Maintaining a dive log
can help determine what you are doing well and what can be improved. And logging your dives in an
organized matter will serve as proof of your experience. It is also important to keep track of your dives
when you want to acquire the more advanced certifications such as divemaster, dive instructor or rescue
diver The Dive Log was developed by people who know the science of diving and comes with
professional laid out templates and plenty of space for detailed tracking. Each page of this dive log
contains a space for: Dive #, Date, Location, Ocean, Depth, Time In/Out, BAR PSI Start/End, RNT
ABT TBT, Gear Used, Dive Comments, Visibility, Temperature, Dive Shop Stamps, Bottom Time to
Date, Time of this Dive, Cumulative Dive Time, and box for Verification Signature. This quality dive
log gives you enough pages to record over 100 dives! It is the perfect way for you to record all the
important information that you need to keep track of each dive. Buy one for yourself or for your scuba
diving friend today!

Scuba Dive Log-Book
This awesome diving log/notebook is perfect for any underwater dive enthusiast who loves to dive for
fun or professionally. Undated and with enough room to use for 90 days (110 Dives), you can use this
cool diving diary for all your dive sites and locations. Use for every dive session! This amazing journal
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has room for you to note your: Diving depths Water temperatures Visibility Activity Equipment and
other notes Keep this log as something to learn and reflect from whilst enjoying your underwater
adventures. Awesome gift journals for all divers, grab yours now!

SCUBA Journal
This Girl Dives - Dive Log Book. This Women's Dive Book has a Beautiful Picture of a Woman Diver at
a Reef. Great for keeping Track of all your Dives'd/p> Dive Log Book includes: Dive Number Date
Location Ocean Depth RNT ABT TBT Visibility Time In/Out BAR PSI Start/End RNT ABT TBT
Temp at surface / bottom Gear Used Dive Comments Dive Shop Stamp Bottom Time to Date Time of
this Dive Cumulative Dive Time Verification Signature This Log has 110 Pages and is 6 x 9 size, great
for carrying in your bag or purse.

Dive Log - Scuba Diving Log Book
Dive Log Book Journal, If you want to become a better diver and make your dives more enjoyable by
easily recording and tracking the details of all of your diving sessions, then keep reading This Scuba
Diving Journal is a cool gift for men and women! Surprise your favorite diver with this clear and easy to
use dive log book with the info you really need. Perfect traveler mini size 6x9" to carry everywhere.
Scuba Diving Logbook for Beginner, Intermediate, and Experienced Divers. Scuba Diving Log Book
has the perfect places for you to record all the important information that you need to keep track of each
dive. Buy one for yourself or for your scuba diving friend today! You can gather valuable information
from each dive so that you can use it in your future dives to make them better each time! Notebook
Features: Cover: Matte finish Pages: 120 Dimensions: Compact 6" x 9" Size Interior: White paper HighQuality Interior Paper Makes a Great Gift for Scuba Diver We have many choices Notebooks and
journals, so be sure to check out our other listings by clicking on the "Scuba Diving Publishing" link,
please feel free to browse our wide range of Scuba Diving Publishing Journals and find the best suited for
your needs. Made With Love For You !

Dive Log
To be a better diver you need to document all your dives. You can use this dive log as a training journal
or a certification book. You can count all your time underwater. It's easy to forget something but with
this logbook, you will always have proof written on pages of all your great dives. It's small (6x9 in), so you
can put it in your bag. If you looking for scuba diving accessories gift idea, these log books can be a great
scuba diving gifts. You can write notes from all your travels. It contains a world map on every log page,
so you can mark places when you were diving and put GPS coordinates. It has many advanced options
such as dive time, bar, weights, cylinder, visibility, water temperature in different depth, a place for
notes, cumulative dive time, and place for verification stamp or signature. Specifications: Cover Finish:
Glossy Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior: Log pages for 106 dives Pages: 110

Shadow Divers
So you've finished a dive. The water was crystal clear and the reef was teeming with marine life. Before
you pack up to go home, you record the information from your dive in your logbook. After all, the dive
is not officially over until you complete your dive log.Dive logs are a common sight around dive shops
these days. Keeping them after every dive is a habit all scuba divers are encouraged to develop from
their first scuba course, and which many divers continue throughout their diving careers. But, why do we
keep dive logs?Dive logs were first used to ensure safe dive planning of repetitive dives. Divers would
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record the information from previous dives in a logbook, so that they could calculate the safe parameters
for their next one. With the advent of dive computers, planning has become largely obsolete. But there
are other reasons to keep dive logs. Proof of your experience as a diverA valuable reference for future
divesA learning tool for divers who want to improve their skills.Allows you to capture and preserve your
memories.Logs can create a connection with other diversHappy safe diving, enjoy your dive, enjoy your
logging!

Dive Log
This funny scuba diving logbook is a cool gift for men and women! Surprise your favorite diver with this
clear and easy to use dive log book with the infos you really need. Perfect traveler mini size 6x9" to carry
everywhere Logbook 6x9 inches in size, 110 Pages, 216 Dives Interior: Date, Dive n., Country,
Location, Comments, Dive Time, Depth, Weight, Suit, Stamp

Diver's Log Book
To be a better diver you need to document all your dives. You can use this dive log as a training journal
or a certification book. You can count all your time underwater. It's easy to forget something but with
this logbook, you will always have proof written on pages of all your great dives. It's small (6x9 in), so you
can put it in your bag. If you looking for scuba diving accessories gift idea, these log books can be a great
scuba diving gifts. You can write notes from all your travels. It contains a world map on every log page,
so you can mark places when you were diving and put GPS coordinates. It has many advanced options
such as dive time, bar, weights, cylinder, visibility, water temperature in different depth, a place for
notes, cumulative dive time, and place for verification stamp or signature. Specifications: Cover Finish:
Glossy Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior: Log pages for 106 dives Pages: 110 Cover with
the flag of United States.

Dive Log Book
The Best Diver's Log Book is perfect & easy for record Your Dive Log.Free Gift Log on the back of
guestbook For record Guest & their gift to easily send a gift card or thank you.Interior: Surface Swim,
Start(psi)-End(psi), Avg & Max Depth, Time, Gas Mix, Volume, Skill Reviews, Tide, Temp, Exposure
Protection, Environment, Condition, Equipment, Total Actual Bottom Time, Buddy, Verifiation
Signature, Certifiation Number, etc.Traveler Mini Size 6x9Inch 100Pages Beautiful & Perfect binding &
Easy to useThis Diver's Log Book is the best choice for your Dive Log.This funny scuba diving logbook
is a cool gift for men and women! Surprise your favorite diver with this clear and easy to use dive log
book with the infos you really need. Perfect traveler mini size 6x9" to carry everywhereLogbook 6x9
inches in size, 110 Pages, 216 DivesInterior: Date, Dive n., Country, Location, Comments, Dive Time,
Depth, Weight, Suit, Stamp

Diving Log Book
Easy to use SCUBA logbook with pages for 100 dive entries. This dive log is perfect for beginners and
experts alike. Recording your dives provides a useful tool and a reflective journal for dive conditions,
your stats, and your memories.PRODUCT DETAILS SCUBA record / Log entry pages: 100 Logbook
dimensions: 6-inch x 9-inch Paperback cover Includes dive gear checklist, goal list, and space for log
highlights WHY BUY OUR DIVE LOG? The inside pages are normal paper. This is way better than
waterproof pages because it is easier to write on, ink stamps don't smear, and who is dripping wet when
writing in their log anyways? Our entry pages are simple checklists with all of the key details you want to
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record, and without all of the things you don't. Want custom dive logs for your dive shop or bulk
pricing? Learn more at customdivelogs.com.

Scuba Diving Log Book
This funny scuba diving logbook is a cool gift for men and women! Surprise your favorite diver with this
clear and easy to use dive log book with the infos you really need. Perfect traveler mini size 6x9" to carry
everywhere

Diver's Log
A perfect Log Book for serious divers Record +200 dives into an easy to carry book, size 6X9" Track
your dives: Dive N., Date, Country, Location, Dive Time, Depth, Weight, Suit and NOTES

Dive Log
Diving Log book: As a certified diver, you know that you need to keep a good log of your dives. For one,
logging your dives in an organized manner will serve as proof of your experience. You will need this
proof when it comes to acquiring the more advanced certifications such as divemaster, dive instructor, or
rescue diver. Secondly, dive logs are a great resource for future dives. You can gather valuable
information from each dive so that you can use it in your future dives to make them better each time!
Each page of this dive log contain a space for: Dive #, Date, Location, Ocean, Depth, Time In/Out,
BAR PSI Start/End, RNT ABT TBT, Gear Used, Dive Comments, Visibility, Temperature, Dive Shop
Stamps, Bottom Time to Date, Time of this Dive, Cumulative Dive Time, and box for Verification
Signature. Features: Compact 6" x 9" Size - Perfect for Travel 129 Pages Sturdy, Glossy Cover with a
Beautiful Design High-Quality Interior Paper Makes a Great Gift for Scuba Diver This dive log not only
as beautiful cover, but it has the perfect places for you to record all the important information that you
need to keep track of each dive. Buy one for yourself or for your scuba diving friend today!

Scuba Dive Log Book
You are a scuba diver looking for a good dive log? Finally you got it. XASTY offers a logbook for diver
and scubadiver. Log your diving activities with all details and dive gear. You are able to log your
weights, depth and condition of dive. The compact dive log gets perfect through its nice cover design.
Log your dive activities in this wonderful Dive-Log. Please look to our other journals and products with
diving topic. Just click on the brand or search for "XASTY"!

Dive Log
Scuba diving is a mode of underwater diving where the diver uses a self-contained underwater breathing
apparatus (scuba). A log book for those that want to become a better diver easy to keep records and track
the details of each dive. You should be able to go out and enjoy yourself. Keep a journal of all your dives
is great to show what you have been up to and will help you advance to a dive-master. An awesome dive
log which gives you enough pages to record 110 dives! Include Sections for: Dive Number Date
Location\ Ocean Time In Time Out Bar / PSI Start Bar / PSI End Gear used BCD Wet suit Fins
Weights Cylinder Dive Comments Bottom Time to Date Time of Dive Cumulative Dive Time
Verification Signature Certification No: Temperature Notations Depth Visibility Blank Dive Log
Portable Size of 6" x 9" so be sure to order Your Copy Today!
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Diving Log Book
This scuba diving logbook is a cool gift for men and women You can use this dive log as a training
journal or a certification book. Logbook 8.5X11 inches in size, 110 Pages, 109 Dives. Date Dive Number
Dive Site Time Location Dive Partner Type of Water Weather Depth Start and End Time Visibility
Previous and New Time Cumulative Time Instructor's name and Signature Notes

Dive Log
Diving Log Book
SCUBA DIVING LOG BOOK Love your underwater trips? If you're a diver and looking for ways to
breakthrough from beginner to experienced, we have a simple trick for you. Keep an up-to-date diving
logbook! Upgrade your favorite scuba diving hobby by recording each course you do in this Scuba
Diving Log Book. We want to help you remember your dives using the best dive log possible. We have
designed our log book to be: RESOURCEFUL- This Scuba Diving Log Book is perfect for taking notes
and drawing plans for both under the water and on land/boat. It has blank pages for you to write
sections such as date, dive number, dive site, time, location, dive partner, type of water, weather, depth,
start and end time and other notes. PERSONAL- Learn how to calculate how much weight you need,
write down equipment needs and repair notes, record your milestones, keep a list of fish sightings and
remember your dive trip. Take the time to write down your adventures, keep track of the lessons
learned, and improve on what you did last time because this will give you inspiration to pack your dive
bag and inspire another trip. CONVENIENT- Nothing beats turning old pages and reliving memories
from your diving holidays. This dive log doesn't need batteries, doesn't take you time to log in and its
size makes it easy to carry with you in all your trips. The format is nicely laid out making dive entries a
breeze. IT'S BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough paperback with strong, secure
professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few months of use.WELL-CRAFTED
INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleed-through. The lines are printed, clear,
thin and soft gray for easy visibility and less visual distractions when you are reading or writing.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 15.24 x 22.86 cm (6" x 9") dimensions, you can squeeze it into a bag with
ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry! COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover
designs for you to choose from. Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We stand for
quality and aim to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Take the time to write down
your adventures to have a better diving experience on your next trip. Grab your copy now!

Dive Log Book
This scuba diving logbook is a cool gift for men and women! Surprise your favorite diver with this clear
and easy to use dive log book with the info you really need. Perfect traveler mini size 6x9" to carry
everywhere. Meets official standard for certification and logging your dives for recreational and
professional purposes. Logbook 6x9 inches in size, 120 dives Interior: Date Dive number Country
Location Comments Dive Time Depth Weight Suit Stamp

SCUBA Dive Log Book
Scuba Diving Log Book 100 Dives (6" x 9") Do you love scuba diving or know someone who will be
scuba diving all summer? Get this diver log book to log your next 100 dives This scuba dive logbook
would make a great gift for any level diver from open water, rescue, divemaster or scuba dive instructor
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Dive Log Book
This scuba diving logbook is a cool gift for men and women! If you want to become a better diver and
make your dives more enjoyable by easily recording and tracking the details of all of your diving sessions,
then keep reading Maintaining a dive log has many advantages that can enhance your diving
experiences and make them more memorable and enjoyable. Features: Perfectly Sized: 6" x 9" Interior
Details: Dive Log Number of Pages: 110 sturdy pages Interior: Date, Dive n., Country, Location,
Comments, Dive Time, Depth, Weight, Suit, Stamp Great size for convenient carrying. Perfect for giftgiving.

Dive Log
To be a better diver you need to document all your dives. You can use this dive log as a training journal
or a certification book. You can count all your time underwater. It's easy to forget something but with
this logbook, you will always have proof written on pages of all your great dives. It's small (6x9 in), so you
can put it in your bag. If you looking for scuba diving accessories gift idea, these log books can be a great
scuba diving gifts. You can write notes from all your travels. It contains a world map on every log page,
so you can mark places when you were diving and put GPS coordinates. It has many advanced options
such as dive time, bar, weights, cylinder, visibility, water temperature in different depth, a place for
notes, cumulative dive time, and place for verification stamp or signature. Specifications: Cover Finish:
Glossy Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior: Log pages for 106 dives Pages: 110 Cover with
the flag of United States.

Scuba Diver Log Book
A great journal for real divers. This log book is specially designed for scuba diving. Each page is
dedicated to a dive with space to note: Location Time in and out Bar/psi start and end Gear used
Temperature Dive shot stamp And much more Features: 100 sturdy pages for 100 dives. Size: 6 x 9
inches. Cover: soft, matte. To get this unique dive log book, click the Buy button at the top of the page!

Scuba Diving Hand Signals
This log book is a great journal to have to document your dives. Can be used all year long. One great
thing about this scuba diving log book is it makes a great gift for any occasion.

Dive Log
Dive Logbook : Training, Certification and Fun 100 dives to record : Dive No., Date, Location, Time
in/out, Dive Time, Cumulative Dive Time, Temperature Air/Surface/Bottom, Visibility, Depth, Bar
Start/End, Bottom Time, Safety Stop, Air/EAN %, RNT+ABT=TBT, Suit, Weight, Conditions,
Notes, Signature and Stamp. practical dimensions : 6 x 9 in glossy softbound cover, high quality high
quality paper This Dive Logbook is a perfect gift for male, female, beginner to professionnal divers.

USA Dive Log
Skin and Scuba Diving
Dive Log - Scuba diving Log book Dive log for underwater Divers safety and personal record. Dive
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Journal for you to keep accurate records of your diving experience. 6X9 inches, 150 Pages Black and
White Interior with white Paper. No bleed Glossy Finished Perfect gifts for your family Friends and Love
once. Click Add to Cart Button to get yours Now.

Dive Log Book
This funny scuba diving logbook is a cool gift for men and women! Surprise your favorite diver with this
clear and easy to use dive log book with the info you really need. Perfect traveler mini size 6x9 inches to
carry everywhere Logbook 6x9 inches in size, 110 Pages, 216 Dives Interior: Date, Dive n., Country,
Location, Comments, Dive Time, Depth, Weight, Suit, Stamp

Diving Log Book
You are a scuba diver looking for a good dive log? Finally you got it. XASTY offers a logbook for diver
and scubadiver. Log your diving activities with all details and dive gear. You are able to log your
weights, depth and condition of dive. The compact dive log gets perfect through its nice cover design.
Log your dive activities in this wonderful Dive-Log. Please look to our other journals and products with
diving topic. Just click on the brand or search for "XASTY"!

Dive Log Book Scuba Diving: Scuba Diving Log Book, for Beginner, Intermediate, and
Experienced Divers (scuba Diving Accessories) Dive Log Binder Scuba Diving
Proficiency in underwater communication is not only a vital part of scuba diving training, it also makes
diving a much more enjoyable and safer experience. Scuba Diving Hand Signals intends to support
beginning recreational scuba divers in learning underwater communication via hand signals. More than
240 commonly used gestures are illustrated and grouped into eight categories: Common signals Problem
and emergency signals Training signals Air Pressure and number signals Underwater wildlife signals
Environment signals Emotion signals Miscellaneous signals Underwater wildlife signals are accompanied
by QR codes that provide access to supplemental online resources.

Dive Log
Dive Log: Scuba Diving Book To Record Dives Journal This Dive Log notebook is a great way to keep
track of all your dives. The interior pages consist of a space to record: date, location, ocean, time in and
out, depth, bar/psi start & end, gear used, instructor/dive master/buddy, stamp, and more. Also a place
for notes of any other important information or details about your experience. If you're a diver who
loves going underwater, this logbook will track everything about your dives. Makes a perfect gift for any
special divers in your life. Can record 110 dives. Grab one today! Size is 6x9 inches, soft matte finish
cover, 110 pages, paperback.

Diving Logbook
Scuba junkies get ready! I have been diving for awhile now and never actually enjoyed the process of
recording my dives afterwards. I felt like I needed a dictionary to interpret what on earth was going on
with those data pages and it was honestly embarrassing to have to ask! So, I redesigned them to be both
organized, visually pleasing AND still have space for all the important data! I want people to enjoy
writing about their dive experiences, not cringe looking at the page. Designed by a diver for divers, I
hope you have as much fun with this log book as I do: )-Record up to 50 dives on beautifully designed,
easy to follow log pages - for the beginner or master diver-60 pages total: room for up to 8 certifications,
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notes & stamps-Easily fits into binder if you wish to hole punch it, and is the perfect travel size

Dive Log
Dive logs serve as proof of your experience - Easily track your and prove your dive experience when
acquiring advanced certifications such as rescue diver, divemaster or dive instructor. Also great for
proving to dive shops that your experience level matches the type of diving that you are planning to do.
Tracking experience is important for both novice and veteran divers.scuba Dive log book allow you to
record and preserve your diving related memories - Scuba diving affords divers awesome memories and
incredible experiences with unique underwater discoveries and encounters. Recall the highlights of your
dive session weeks, months and years later by recording them in your dive log.This scuba diving logbook
is a cool gift for men and women! Surprise your favorite diver with this clear and easy to use dive log
book with the infos you really need. Perfect traveler mini size 6x9" to carry everywhereIf you are looking
for a dive log that can improve your diving experiences , scroll up and click the Add to Cart button to
order scuba diving log book !Features :Interior Details: Dive LogNumber of Pages: 108 sturdy pagesLog
book 6x9 inches in size, 100 Pages

Scuba Diving Dive Logs
Track and record over 100 dives with this compact scuba diver's log book. Clean and modern design
provides space for all your critical dive data, including date, location, dive number, air and water
temperature, conditions, visibility, weight added, gear used, air, time in, time out, max depth, time at
depth, safety stop, and cumulative bottom time. Remember the details of your dive with dedicated lined
fields for notes and highlights. Space included for your resort/dive center stamp and verification
signature from an instructor, dive master, or buddy.This simple and modern diver's log also includes a
cover page for important details like your contact information, emergency contact, allergies,
medications, blood type, and insurance information.Whether you're an amateur or advanced scuba
diver, you'll love this compact diving logbook with all the data fields you'll need to accurately track your
dives. - 102 pages (101 diving logs + 1 diver information page)- Blue scuba diver cover with "Dive Log"
in white- 6x9"
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